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Confused about contraceptives?
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Special Report: Students Navigating Exclusivity in the Classroom
(See Page 3)
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Storm

SMC’s Health and Wellness center offers a variety of different reproductive health services, though a lack of advertising of these services has left some students and community members unaware of these resources. (Image Courtesy Cato Institute)

By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz
News Reporter

They are not in the bookstore. Nor the
health center or Center for Women’s
and Gender Equity. In fact, they are not
available anywhere on campus. Masks?
No, Condoms! Despite being abundant on most college campuses, Saint
Mary’s has a noticeable lack of these
protective coverings available. With
the recent country-wide discourse
around abortion following the restrictive Texas abortion law, reproductive
and sexual health services have been
brought under an increased amount of
scrutiny and attention. At Saint Mary’s
College, a lack of information has left
some community members unaware
of what sexual health services are available on campus.
According to Erin Perkins, a nurse

practitioner at the Saint Mary’s Health
and Wellness Center, the Center offers
basic gynecologic and urologic care
including STI testing and treatment,
PAP smears, breast exams, and testicular exams. Perkins says that clinicians
at SMC’s Health and Wellness Center
are able to offer patients family planning counseling, contraceptive counseling, and prescriptions that can be
filled off-campus at local pharmacies,
as well as pregnancy testing and counseling. Students looking for reproductive health services not offered by
the Health Center like contraceptive
implants can get referrals to local resources.
Perkins says that students can access
these resources by making an appointment online or over the phone. She offers herself as an educational resource

for students seeking information on
reproductive health services.
“Each individual has to decide for
themselves what forms of birth control they find personally acceptable
for their own body,” Perkins says. “I’m
happy to help provide people with the
medical information and resources
they need to make this decision.”
Sharon Sobotta, the director for the
Center for Women and Gender Equity (CWGE), fills a similar educational role. Sobotta says that her job is to
provide education and resources to
students. Part of this job, she says, may
involve counseling a student through a
situation like an unplanned pregnancy, or connecting them to local sexual
health resources, or educating students
that they can buy condoms at stores like
Continued on Page 2
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Interview with MSA President, Haia Haidari

By Benjamin Noel
News Reporter

This article serves as a follow-up from a previous article regarding the Muslim Student
Association and guest speaker, Hatem Bazian.
The Muslim Student Association (MSA)
sought approval from the school administration to vet their guest speaker, Hatem Bazian, who was set to talk on Islamophobia.
This permission was denied. Haia Haidari,
the MSA President, was told that bringing the speaker [Dr. Bazian], would ignite
a debate on campus on the Israel-Palestine
conflict. While the conflict was not the topic
of Dr. Bazian’s planned talk, certain faculty
were averse to giving him a platform.
Shutting down this impactful speaker takes
power away from the MSA and the relevant
discussion on Islamophobia. On a majority-Catholic campus, little representation
exists for other religions, including Islam.
So, when a prominent figure in the Muslim

community is not allowed to speak on campus, Muslim students are robbed of that bit
of representation and voice. Haidari voiced
concerns about the school’s conversation in
that it is directed to appease a certain group,
and “not the wellbeing of the Muslim community at all.”
Despite the decision from the campus, the
club received support from many faculty
members and students. One source claims
that one particular professor set the stone
rolling to bar Dr. Hatem from speaking.
While it is very plausible that giving a powerful, controversial speaker like Dr. Hatem
the floor may result in a debate, the question is, “so what if it does?” Is it a problem
to have a debate on a college campus? Haidari questions why “a university has turned
away from such an important conversation,”
observing, “the responses from faculty and
staff show that this is a conversation that the
school needs to have. The students need to
be informed about what’s happening in Palestine.”
When asked what her hopes are for the fu-

ture of the club and the change she hopes to
see on campus, Haidari admits that she and
fellow students do not hold the power. The
MSA is a new club and is already dealing
with such a burdensome issue. As a club,
they realize they cannot surmount it on
their own. “I think if we want to see actual
change, those at the top need to be educated
on the issues [our community faces]. If the
administration doesn’t recognize the issues,
if they’re blind to what the Muslim community wants, or doesn’t hear their voice, then
[their actions are] not about educating the
students really.”
Though the MSA took a hit early in the semester, Haidari has high hopes for the future
of the club. The MSA is focused on the health
of their community on campus, because “it’s
not easy to be a Muslim on a Catholic campus.” Members meet to share experiences,
socialize, and eat good food. They also gather on Fridays for Jummah prayers.
“We are working to open people’s eyes to
the fact that there are Muslims here, and that
we’re an important part of Saint Mary’s.”
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CVS off-campus.
Despite this, Sobatta was unaware of
the sexual health resources offered by the
Saint Mary’s Health and Wellness Center. She thinks that many of the staff and
faculty on campus are not fully aware of
what resources are available on campus.
Although the Health and Wellness Center website has a women’s health information page, the website does not mention the reproductive health services that
are available on campus, or recommend
outside resources students can access.
Sobatta believes that community members should remain educated on the different offerings of resources on campus.
“I think that whatever we’re offering in
our different areas, it’s important that we
list that on our website and talk about it
so that we can make sure that the students that are here are able to access the
information,” Sobatta said.
Senior Angeline Wong was also unaware
of the sexual health services offered by
the Health and Wellness Center. She, like
many students on campus, believed that
the school offered no services around
contraceptives, and was surprised to
learn that the school offered resources
like birth control prescriptions and refer-

rals for things like implants and IUDs.
Wong feels that the Catholic traditions
of the College contribute to a stigma
around the topic of sex. This stigma,
Wong says, may prevent students from
seeking reproductive health services on
campus, in fear of being judged or turned
down. Wong also cites a lack of information on services offered at the health
center, as a barrier to the sexual health of
students.
“The services are there, but we don’t
know that they’re there,” Wong says.
“So if the institution does want to keep
up with the services that they do offer, I
think it’s equally as important for them to
advertise them as well.”
Because Saint Mary’s is a Catholic college, according to Sobatta, the discussions around sexual health may look
different from discussions about sexual
health at a university like UC Berkeley.
Wong, who works at the Center for
Women and Gender Equity for a field
placement requirement in her PSYCH
175 class, has experienced this first hand.
Earlier this year, she was interested in
giving away condoms in the center but
learned that she would not be allowed to
provide condoms within any department
on campus including the Health Center.
Instead, she could personally give them

away as a student, but could not as a representative of any group on campus.
Wong feels that this policy threatens
students’ sexual health, “ it became something like finding loopholes to make sexual and reproductive health accessible,
which doesn’t sound right to me.”
According to Sobatta, although the Center for Women and Gender Equity may
not be able to provide physical resources that students may seek like condoms,
they can still serve as a great resource.
“ I want people to know that even if
they can’t get a physical resource, such as
a condom, we can always talk,” Sobatta
says. “You can always reach out, there are
some great resources in terms of people
and education.”
Sobatta notes that despite Saint Mary’s
status as a Catholic college, the Center
for Women and Gender Equity does not
align with any particular religious or political affiliation, and instead serves as an
unbiased educational resource.
“We used to get questions, and there’d
be an assumption that maybe we would
have a particular affiliation or be more interested in helping people have a certain
perspective, but that’s not true,” Sobatta
says. “Our job is to meet people where
they’re at and to answer their questions
and provide education.”

Was The Historic Storm Enough?

On October 24th, long-awaited rain was brought to California during the drought

Kamryn Sobel
News Reporter

Just days before California’s historic
storm, Governor Newsom declared a
statewide drought emergency. However,
did this storm make a dent in California’s
drought problem?
Over the course of October 24th, California experienced the convergence
of an atmospheric river with a bomb
cyclone, causing flash floods and high
winds in affected areas. During this time,
parts of Northern California, including
the Bay Area, were under watch for flash
floods until late Sunday night and early
Monday morning. In the Sierra Nevada
region, the National Weather Service issued a heavy snow warning. California
has experienced this type of extreme
weather phenomenon before, one storm
dating back to 1962 known as the “Big
Blow”.
Due to atmospheric rivers occurring in
mainly the winter months in the Northern Hemisphere, this recent storm was
said to have happened early in the season. These atmospheric rivers are described as, “narrow, elongated corridors
of concentrated moisture transport associated with extratropical cyclones,”
according to the Global Hydrometeorology Resource Center from NASA.
With the atmospheric rivers occurring
in the extratropical North Pacific Atlantic, Southeastern Pacific, and South Atlantic, it helps to contribute to the global
distribution of fresh water. In the Pacific
Northwest, the bomb cyclone took place,
meaning that its central pressure rapidly
dropped in a short amount of time.
According to Mark Jackson, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service, however, even with the storm being

On October 24th, long-awaited rain was brought to California during the
drought (Image Courtesy of Writer)

beneficial, it was not enough to pull California out of the drought. Due to Southern California getting much of its water
supply from the Los Angeles Aqueduct,
which comes out of the Sierra Nevada
and the California Aqueduct, drought is
still a large concern for California. Additionally, fire season is still roaming, as
Jackson reports “In Southern California,
a good five to eight inches of rainfall can
possibly end our fire season for a while,”
with this storm only putting a pause to
the wildfires.
With much of Northern California having been affected by wildfires over the
past few years, state authorities also issued warnings for burn scar areas. One
of these issues was reported in Santa
Rosa for the Glass Fire area. “The National Weather Service has upgraded the
Flash Flood WATCH to a Flash Flood
WARNING due to current rainfall rates

and the potential for debris floors in the
2020 Glass Fire burn scar area,” says Santa Rosa Fire Department. Residents were
told to listen and watch for any type of
unusual sounds and rushing water or
mud. Santa Cruz, Kern, and El Dorado counties were also being watched
in the burn scar areas by the California
Governor’s Office of Emergency Services. Amongst these affected areas, the
National Weather Service reported that
the excessive rainfall over these counties
could have caused life-threatening flash
floods.
Being California’s second driest year
on record and having low storage in the
state’s largest reservoirs, the warmer temperatures and other climate change-related issues are said to be making the
drought in the region become worse.
California will need two full wet winter
seasons to relieve the drought.
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NEWS
SMC Expands On-Campus Support for Survivors of Sexual Assault
Old and new resources for survivors of sexual assault on the Saint Mary’s campus.
By Brent Dondalski
Contributing Writer
Both the Campus Assault Response and Education (CARE)
center and the Student Coalition Against Abuse and Rape
(SCAAR) are striving to educate the campus community on
domestic and dating violence as
well as how people can be more
attuned to what makes a relationship healthy. “When someone is
educated around what is healthy,
they can often recognize signs
when something is unhealthy,”
says Megan Gallagher, the director of the CARE center.
During October, which is Domestic Violence Awareness
month, certain on-campus organizations tried “to make the education conversation and awareness of [domestic violence] more
wide-scale” so that everyone
benefits, according to Kulia Osborne, a senior anthropology
major who is the student lead for
SCAAR.
At Saint Mary’s, several resources are available to survivors and
any students concerned about
domestic violence. “I meet
one-on-one with survivors or
students who want more information... I’m a confidential resource on campus,” Gallagher
explained, meaning that she does
not need to report information
that is given to her. Additionally,
she highlighted the 24/7 support
line that the CARE Center oper-

ates, which can also be accessed
anonymously.
The CARE center is involved in
hosting multiple speaking events,
fundraisers, and presentations
that seek to educate the campus
community. “For Domestic Violence Awareness Month, educating our community meant doing
workshops on healthy relationships and providing information
about Title IX, consent, etc,” Gallagher explained. Furthermore,
she wants the campus to be more
aware of the several resources
available to students.
Each year, 8 total counseling sessions are offered to every Saint
Mary’s student by the campus’
Counseling and Psychological
Services, or CAPS, according to
the Saint Mary’s website. Confidentiality and mandated reporting vary depending on what resource is being used. In addition
to counselors at CAPS and Megan
Gallagher, Clergy in a confessional role are also confidential
resources on campus according
to the school’s Title IX reporting
policy.
There are also nonconfidential
resources related to domestic violence available on campus, such
as RA’s, the Title IX office, Public
Safety, and more. “I want the resources on campus to be utilized
and I want people to know about
them and be able to access them
in case they ever need any form
of support” Osborne emphasized,

saying that community support
is one thing SCAAR wants to
prioritize, especially in Domestic
Violence Awareness Month.
Even if an individual chooses not
to utilize on-campus resources,
there are still other options available to them. “Spreading awareness about off-campus resources that can help people based
on their experiences” is also an
important practice according
to Maya Patel, the student lead
for the Center for Women and
Gender Equity and vice lead of
SCAAR.
Three of CARE’s core values
are prevention, education, and
helping others. “We are trying
to emphasize safe and healthy
relationships and what it means
to have uncomfortable conversations,” described Patel. Part of
this education is also encouraging students to take action
against dating violence. “If they
see something that’s not right...
then that person can intervene
and help that individual… and
we train the community to work
with that individual in such
a way as to not cause further
harm,” Gallagher summarized.
She further noted that responding in a trauma-informed way is
what’ll ultimately help others in
the community.
With it being many students’
first times on campus, the CARE
Center and SCAAR are seeking
to educate the community about

When All We Can Do is Report

Three students come forward about an exclusive environment that has persisted on the SMC campus, igniting the discussion on whether reporting these incidents is enough to rid our classrooms of discrimination.

By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz
News Reporter
Riley Mulcahy
Visiting Opinion Writer
Melanie Moyer
Editor-in-Chief

Classrooms, especially those associated with the core Lasallian values, should
be an environment where students can
learn without fear of repercussion or
exclusion. However, this has not always
been the case for many students at Saint
Mary’s.
A conducive learning environment
must come with the inclusion of the
identities different students bring to
the table. Without inclusion, classroom
discussions become narrow and unrepresentative of the true nature of our
world. It is no secret that colleges across
the country are being called to address
the racial, gender, religious, sexual, and
other forms of discrimination that have

become normalized in the classroom.
In this pursuit, there is difficulty in
finding the balance between an inclusive
classroom and a classroom that protects
academic speech. Protecting academic
speech, however, does not mean protecting the outward declaration of discrimination against another group. The
tension between the freedom of academic speech and creating a safe, inclusive
environment can be tricky, even for the
most experienced professors. However,
every student must feel valued and seen
when entering a professor’s classroom.
Recent events on campus have made
us question whether there are adequate
means for students to address situations
where professors and other students air
harmful beliefs.
The Collegian has been informed of a
professor who has repeatedly violated
the inclusive environment all classrooms
are expected to be. Though the paper has
decided not to publish this professor’s
name, we wanted to bring to light the

experiences of SMC students and use the
professor’s behavior to explore the way
Saint Mary’s deals with unsafe classroom
spaces.
--Ranya Stanzaino, a junior at Saint Mary’s,
has felt generally accepted and appreciated in her classes at SMC; however,
she notes that this is not always the case.
Stanzaino recounts an incident in class
during a discussion on gun ownership,
where Stanzaino argued that not all Californians should have guns. The professor
responded that he “hoped [Stanzaino’s]
neighbors own a gun.”
Additionally, Stanzaino alleges that
the same professor argued that private
schooling is better than public education
and was “surprised” to find out that no
students in the class had attended a private school in high school. More shockingly, Stanzanio recalls when the professor said that although the concept of
slavery is wrong, the writers of biblical
Continued on Page 4

proactive responses to dating
violence. “Recognizing the
signs of violence and having
awareness of that both in our
own relationships and others” is essential, Gallagher
emphasized, elaborating that
“anything that someone can
do, if a friend or a teammate
is in a potentially harmful
situation, is getting that student to the resources” such as
CAPS, CARE Center, or any
other resource the student
might need.
Domestic Violence Month
is only one example of the
awareness these organizations are trying to spread.
“Sometimes we all just need
to learn how to become better
advocators. So there’s a community to learn and grow in”
Osborne mentioned. Building a community that is open
and inclusive is an ongoing
endeavor that doesn’t stop
at the end of October. “We
want folks to come as they are
and share their experiences
with us” Patel expressed.
The CARE Center, SCAAR,
and other resources, like the
Center for Women and Gender Equity and CAPS, are all
available to students to combat dating violence on campus and make sure students
receive the education and
support they need.

Do You Care?
Of Course You
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When All We Can Do is Report
Continued from Page 3

justifications against Fredrick Douglass had
“convincing arguments.”
Brent Dondalski, a Senior at SMC, distinctly remembers taking a Seminar class with the
same professor. Dondalski alleges that the professor did not provide a safe and supportive
environment for students. Instead, he would
make inflammatory comments about the Defund the Police movement and utilize a biased
form of teaching. Furthermore, Dondalski alleges that the professor “explicitly stated his
support for Donald Trump on the second day
in class.”
Dondalski argues that the professor selected biased content and organized their class
in a problematic way. Instead of collaborating
with different students to critically think about
texts, two vital elements of Seminar, Dondalski felt that there was an argumentative nature
to the class, especially because the professor’s
personal opinions would often be prioritized.
There would be lots of uncomfortable situations when students would disagree with a
professor while discussing religion and politics.
Another student, who agreed to share their
experiences with the professor in question
with the condition of anonymity, reports they
have never seen a professor be so “so outwardly
bigoted.” The student recounts how when the
class discussed Martin Luther’s Freedom of A
Christian, the professor denounced “infidelity,
bestiality, and homosexuality” as similar “sins”
The student elaborates that the professor in
question also argued that children who do not
come from a traditional family with defined
gender roles “have something wrong with
them.” The student, who identifies as queer,

By Maria Soe
Contributing Writer

does not feel that the class is a place where
their identity is celebrated or even welcomed
and has gone through the formal filing of a
Bias Incident Report on the professor.
A professor’s personal views cannot be regulated, but it is important to note that academic freedom, in this case, has led to the violation of student identities in spaces where they
should be affirmed. Inflammatory comments
regarding texts do not create the appropriate
environment for students to learn.
--The only means students have to address the
behavior like that of this professor is to file a
Bias Incident Report. After they have submitted their claim, the way of addressing the issue
lies within the control of the Bias Incident Report Team (BIRT).
According to Evette Castillo Clark, the Dean
of Students and Chair of the Bias Incident
Report Team, the team’s role is to review reports and refer to Community Life, Public
Safety, and Human Resource offices. Reports
concerning student conduct are referred to
Community Life, reports involving crime or
safety-related concerns are referred to Public
Safety, and reports concerning employee conduct are referred to Human Resources. Castillo says that outside of BIRT and these offices,
no one can gain access to the names of those
involved in BIRT reports and that many BIRT
reports are filed anonymously.
Castillo trusts the accountability of her colleagues in these offices saying, “when we do
refer any reports of concern that they are handled appropriately, timely, and professionally.”
Sharon Sobotta, the director of the Center for
Women and Gender Equity and a permanent
member of SMC’s Bias Incident Report Team,
says that BIRT is helpful on a campus-wide

level to look at the sociopolitical environment
on campus and to track trends of biases and
microaggressions. This information can then
be used to create targeted campus-wide education programs and inform SMC of resource
needs.
According to Sobotta, a lot of education is
still needed to inform the Saint Mary’s community of the BIRT reporting process. Part of
this education, she says, is taking some of the
fear and misconception out of BIRT. Over the
years, she has sometimes heard of BIRT being used as a verb, with faculty expressing fear
of being “BIRTed” for doing something they
thought was academic freedom.
Sobotta hopes to remove the fear around
BIRT reports and encourage individuals to
view them as learning opportunities.
“It is an educational process,” Sobotta says.
“So if you are the recipient of a report I think it
is an opportunity to get educated and see what
you can do better”.
Overall, Sobotta wants to encourage community members to be kind and empathetic.
“I always want people to think ‘what would
happen if we did this in a more inclusive
way’,” Sobotta says. “I cannot think of an example where making a slight modification to
our speech or using a different way to explain
something is going to harm us.”
BIRT is an adequate resource for students
who experience discrimination within the
classroom, yet there is little else a student can
do when their classroom is not a safe, identity-affirming place for them. Every student interviewed remained in class with a professor
who continually disrespected their identity
and those of their peers, forcing us to question
what else SMC and other schools can do to rid
our classrooms of discrimination.

Learning in the Outdoors

Since August 23rd, Saint Mary’s has made the effort
to shift back to in-person instruction to conduct the
school’s education. However, with Coronavirus still
having an impact on campus safety, outdoor classes have been established to keep both students and
faculty safe.
As described on the Saint Mary’s website, “Twelve
Pavilion [Tents] have been constructed at the Recreation Sports Field for outdoor classes during the
Covid-19 Pandemic.” To reflect the average classroom, there are five Pavilions that include TVs and
microphones for professors to efficiently conduct
their classes. However, there are few resources that
help student’s comfort with the weather.
“It can be miserable when the weather is really cold
or really hot,” says Darien Thomas ‘23, a member of
the school’s sports band. “There’s nothing protecting us from the heat or the cold. Cold weather in
particular can make it hard to focus on class. They
do have heaters at the top of the structure, but they
don’t really do anything.”
“The cold makes playing harder and the weather
can damage our instruments,” another student of
the sports band, James Vaughan ‘24, adds. “There

have been nights where it has been freezing and
windy, and that sort of weather ruins the motivation
and morale of the class.”
“There isn’t much that can be done about the heat
other than dressing light,” one student reports, focusing on the hot weather. “The chairs outside use a
leathery material, which tends to soak up the heat.
The pavilion classes are also on the stadium field, so
the turfgrass makes it hotter by around ten degrees.”
“The weather has been a big influence, in my opinion,” states Yrah Macahilas ‘23, having experience
from her General Physics class. “Since it’s been so
cold lately, it’s tough to do our work and focus. When
it’s super hot outside, I also had this issue because I
did not want to stand in the sun. Even though there
are tents, we’re spread out so sometimes I would be
standing where the sun hits.”
“It’s frustrating. I feel like there’s no one to talk to
voice our complaints,” Vaughan also comments. His
thoughts are shared amongst other students, as they
feel trapped in these environments.
The overall opinions of students have been ones of
discomfort, all wishing for better conditions. However, because of Covid-19, students feel as though
they have no other option. “Until the Covid-19 situation gets better, the outdoor classes will have to do.
But, in regards to comfort, there is none,” Thomas

While there are few ways of improving conditions in
the Pavillions, students still face discomfort (Image
Courtesy Saint Mary’s College)

expressed. When asked what the school could do
to fix these conditions, he responded that “bigger
desks, more heaters, and maybe a fan for hot days”
would improve his experience.
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OPINION
Alone at a Bar As a Woman
Going alone to a bar is one thing, but it is a completely different ballgame to go alone as a woman. Some may call it
social suicide. Others may call it risky. But, it doesn’t have to be either. It can be quite fun.

Brooke Haggarty
Opinion Columnist

About a couple of weeks ago, I decided to get a
bit ballsy. I went to a bar alone. My bar of choice
was one of the top places in Berkeley called Tupper
and Reed located on Shattuck Avenue. If you haven’t
gone there yet and are looking for a sophisticated
outlet to get drinks at, this is the place to go!
Older, mature college students, Ph.D. students,
young professionals, and older adult casuals are the
people present at this bar. In other words, there is
a whole buffet of people to socialize with, whether
you are looking for a new friend or significant other.
So, why would I go alone, especially as a woman?
Well, everyone, it was about time that I just said
screw it. I got lucky; I admit that nothing happened
to me. But that’s not why I am sharing this experience with you. As a woman, I knew that going to
the bar that there was going to be a lot of assumptions made about me: “Is she with someone?” “Is
she waiting for someone?” “Why is she alone?” “Is
she a prostitute?” “She must be lonely.” “She must
be depressed.”
All these questions one way or another I am sure
popped up in people’s minds as a lone woman goes
to a bar. But, I did not care because there was no way
in Hell that I was going to let being a woman alone
stop me from enjoying myself. So when I entered
Tupper and Reed, I was pleased when I saw that the
place was populated yet mellow.
The atmosphere bred an air of opportunity as I surveyed the types of groups present. They were all different, but it was clear as day to me that this was the
place to go to meet up with friends after a long day
of work or to just catch up. In other words, I found
all kinds of people who were friendly yet mature.
Overall, I was pleased with what I saw and decided
to get a drink, so I went to the bartender and asked
for a shot of Maker’s Mark. Sadly, they did not serve
Maker’s Mark so I had to settle for Four Roses Yellow Label instead. Needless to say, I love whiskey,
and I love to see the alarm on people’s faces when I

order it. This is because I know that there is a stereotype about whiskey being a men’s drink. Well, hah, I
am a whiskey girl by choice despite knowing all too
well that a girl drinking whiskey can very much be a
conversation starter, which actually came in handy
later.
Yet, before that I decided to explore the bar by going upstairs, much to my surprise, there was another bar. So I decided to test the waters up here by
ordering a cocktail, and this time I sat down, and
then almost immediately, a girl joined me on my
left where, I kid you not, she was recording a Twitch
Livestream. Me, being an avid gamer, I was all for
it so we hit it off pretty quickly and ended up having a blast. She was a UC Berkeley student studying
sociology (I think) and came to Tupper and Reed
upon request of her followers. After getting to know
her for quite some time, I decided to venture downstairs where I would then have an older casual person who happened to be a man spark up a conversation with me.
This may just as well be the moment that some of
you all have been waiting for. So, let’s just get to it.
I was greeted by this guy who said that he liked my
baby-blue peacoat and thought that I was from the
east coast or England because no one from the west
coast wears peacoats. I mean I see his point, but I
wore it out of sophistication and the fact that it was
freezing outside.
Anyhow, our conversation started about being in
the Bay Area, which I have come to learn that there
are a lot of people in the Bay Area who are either
visiting or not locals. I happen to be the latter. He
ends being a native who went to college for American History. Huh, interesting, I thought. So, we talked and talked.
The conversation was really going nowhere until
he asked me about my favorite drink. I said whiskey, particularly bourbon. He then proceeded to ask
if I had ever tried scotch, and I said no. So, he ordered us both a glass of Maccalan. Now let me tell

(Image Courtesy Berkeleyside)

you that was some serious strong liquor, wow. But,
it was really, really good. Feel free to do some side
research, but let’s just say that it was an expensive
glass of scotch.
Needless to say, I was amused by this man’s efforts
to wine and dine me. This is where I get interested in
him; I glance at his hands and don’t see a ring. But, I
swear as soon as I saw no ring; he mentions his wife.
Okay, I know what you’re thinking; it’s actually not
that. This man happens to be in an open marriage
with his wife. Congratulations. Honestly, I wasn’t
really bothered by it. I am taking Jose Feito’s Human Sexualities class, and we heavily talked about
non-monogamy. Despite not being fazed, I was not
interested in the guy; he could probably be my dad
if he had a child young. But, he treated me well and
made me reconsider my expectations about how
someone ought to treat me at a bar.
So, this is my takeaway. One, it is okay to go alone
to a bar. Two, it may be scary socially or seen as
risky, but you only live once so don’t let fear control
you. Three, it is okay to have high standards for a
stranger at a bar; in fact, keep them. At the end of
the day, safety is what matters most. Thus, my word
of advice to you, my reader, is to let someone know
where you are going so if anything happens that you
are safe.
Best of luck to you, and cheers.

Our Nearsighted Downfall

Is Joe Manchin going to be the one that declines to save society as we know it?

By Joseph Amir
Opinion Columnist
Joe Manchin is a name that burns hot on the lips
of many progressives, thanks to his refusal to back
Democratic spending bills and Joe Biden’s agenda
during a legislative opportunity for the party of social welfare. With the New Yorker’s Andy Borowitz
satirizing him as “employee of the month” for the
Republican Party, Joe Manchin clearly has a long
way to go to redeem himself to many progressives.
But does he care?
Courtesy of his increased public profile as a stodgy,
obstinate man with a penchant for throwing gum in
the works of the legislative process, people have begun dredging up his campaign contribution records
and have found that he has deep corporate ties that
create a potential conflict of interest regarding his
sabotage of Joe Biden’s Build Back Better plan. Because of the budget reconciliation process and the
ways the Democrats are trying to pass their plan,
they need every single vote in the Senate for a plan
to be passed, which includes Manchin. His being
the only one withholding his vote (along with Sine-

ma) means that he can effectively dictate terms, and
he is extremely excited to do so.
He is demanding cuts to paid family leave, the clean
electricity program, as well as Medicare expansions.
But an interesting thing about this is, as reported by
the New Yorker, he is the senator that has received
the most donations from the coal, gas, and oil industries that currently sit in the Senate.
Additionally, he was an early member of the organization ALEC, which some of you may remember
from old Jon Stewart pieces. ALEC is an organization that brings the industry together with lawmakers to craft policy, or as some late-night hosts put it,
essentially lets industry draft a bill most amenable
to them and then lets lawmakers put their signature
on it. This practice became so egregious that some
bills submitted didn’t even have the ALEC markings taken off of them. Manchin eventually sat on
ALEC’s board of directors prior to being elected
the governor of West Virginia but remained in the
pocket of corporate interests.
This proves his unreliability to progressive causes,
and with not much time left on the clock and storms
getting more intense every year, our generation re-

ally does not have time to wait for Manchin, an old,
rich white man, to become “comfortable” with the
amount of money that Congress earmarks for saving our society from future collapse.
The answer to my previous rhetorical question is
“no.” No, he does not appear to care about this. With
a net worth in the tens of millions of dollars, a boat
that he resides in, and only a few decades left of life
(Manchin is 74), there is not much reason for him
to care. As is the case with people that don’t care,
he has what he wants in life and there is not much
reason for him to be concerned with anything but
retirement on his savings.
This man, Joe Manchin, is now in the unique position of being able to dictate terms to Joe Biden on
what would have been the cornerstone of his first
term as President. Opposing a $15 minimum wage
even as he collects millions from donations and favors corporate interests, he is clearly not interested
in the welfare of the American People, and it is a
shame that the Democrats are now fully at his mercy to create a plan that would help citizens instead
of corporations.
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CULTURE
Berkeley as a New Go-to for Vintage Shopping
By Isabelle Delostrinos
Culture Writer

Before Instagram, vintage shoppers
and collectors visited local thrift
and consignment stores to find their
holy grails. They spent hours digging
through the Goodwill bins or clothing
racks on the hunt for unique vintage
pieces. From a perfectly worn pair
of Levi’s to rare band tees, finding
these items was like looking for a
needle in a haystack. As technology
progressed and social media came
along, vintage enthusiasts witnessed
their community grow right in front
of their eyes. The quirky and unique
themed vintage shops that have lived
on Haight Street in San Francisco are
now inspiration for many fashion
lovers looking to plant their own seed
in the culture.
During the COVID-19 lockdown,
many shops and small businesses
were impacted by the restriction of
indoor shopping. Without an internet
presence and ecommerce platform
to sell on, many vendors found
themselves struggling to support
themselves. The Soso Market was
founded in the midst of COVID by
Indigo Vintage as a place for vendors
to showcase their inventories and
make sales in person. What started
in a small parking lot in Berkeley and
has since grown to become one of the
most visited vintage markets in the
East Bay. Once a month over 50 local
clothing vendors, artists, and makers
gather to provide the best finds and
deals to fashion and streetwear lovers.
From Y2K clothing and jewelry to
sneakers and masculine styles, there’s
something for everyone at the Soso
Market.
The traction and popularity of the
market has given small businesses
on Depop and Instagram a chance to
thrive and become something more
than they have imagined. Since Soso
Market has popped up onto the scene,
many vintage curators have taken
their hobbies to the next level. Within
the last few months, two new vintage
shops have opened on Telegraph
Avenue. The Sneaker Shop features a
wide selection of Nike, Jordan, Yeezy
sneakers and more. They also have a
collection of vintage clothing closer
to the masculine end of the spectrum.
This includes items like vintage Nike
hoodies, Carhatt jackets and pants,
and Levi’s denim. Just a couple doors
down is Diffusion Studios. This store
heavily focuses on clothing trends that
appeal to both feminine and masculine

After decades of San Francisco and Haight Street being the center of Bay Area vintage shopping, Berkeley establishes new retail spaces dedicated to curated vintage and
streetwear. (Image Courtesy of @thesosomarket on Instagram)

styles.
After the openings of these new stores,
Soso Market found its permanent
brick and mortar on Telegraph as well.
The in-house version of the outdoor
market is called Soso Supermarket
and follows the same structure as the
original. Now, shoppers are able to
shop local businesses throughout the
entire week with special themed three
day events throughout the weekends.
Soso lovers no longer have to wait
for the end of the month to see their
favorite vendors.
To find more information about
these shops, check out their Instagram
pages.
@thesosomarket
Every last Sunday of the month, unless
noted otherwise via Instagram.
2362 Bancroft Way
@sneakershopbayarea
12pm - 7pm daily
2305 Telegraph Ave.

@diffusionstudios
Tuesday through Sunday 12pm - 8pm
2315 Telegraph Ave.
@soso.supermarket
Monday through Sunday 11am - 7pm
2333 Telegraph Ave.
If you’re looking for a new place to
explore, be sure to check out Telegraph
Avenue and the city of Berkeley. If you
love fashion and finding rare, unique
pieces, the vintage community is
continuously expanding in Berkeley.
Just 30 minutes away from campus,
you can find aesthetic retail stores and
restaurants to enjoy with your friends.
Take a break from large corporations
and fast fashion and shop locally
owned, second hand clothing. You’ll
be giving new life to pre-loved clothing
while supporting small business
owners and their goals to open up
their own shop in the future. Vintage
shopping is becoming more and more
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CULTURE
People’s Choice Awards Female Artist
of 2021 Review

By Remy Zerber
Culture Columnist

Did you know that the nominees for the People’s
Choice Awards are chosen by the general public?
This is good because it is kind of weird when other celebrities nominate each other for awards. The
People’s Choice Awards is an award show that airs
on CBS annually. There are many categories at this
award show.
The People’s Choice Awards are on December 7th
this year and feature many categories like the Male
Artist of 2021, the Female Artist of 2021, the Group
of 2021, and much more. For this article, I am going (Image Courtesy E!
to explain all the artists that have been nominated Tok. Her 2021 album, Planet Her, produced hits like
for Female Artist of 2021, for anyone who might not “Kiss Me More”, “Need to Know” and “You Right”.
know.
Adele
Adele is not a new artist in the music industry, but
she has been taking a break since 2015. However,
she has recently come back and is releasing an album on November 19th. It is called 30. The lead
single “Easy On Me” has recently been released and
fans love it.

Halsey
Halsey’s real name is Ashley Nicolette Frangipane,
but she goes by Halsey. Her debut studio album,
Badlands, which was released in 2015, was certified
Double Platinum by the RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America), along with her songs
“Colors” and “Gasoline.” In 2016, she was featured
on The Chainsmokers’ song “Closer”, which topped
the charts in ten countries. Her second studio album, Hopeless Fountain Kingdom (2017), had
two hits, “Bad at Love” and “Now or Never”, which
reached the top 20 of the Billboard charts. Her third
album, Manic (2020), became her most successful
album yet, with its single “Without Me” becoming
her most successful single. Her 2021 album, which
is her fourth studio album, If I Can’t Have Love, I
Want Power (2021), was something she said she always wanted to make.

Billie Eilish
Billie Eilish is a fairly new artist in the music industry. She is only 19 years old, but she has won several
Grammys for her music. She got her start in 2015
when she recorded and posted the song “Ocean
Eyes” on Soundcloud with her brother, Phineas.
Since then, she has topped the charts multiple times
with her songs. She has also become known for her
style. Most of the time, she wears baggy clothes, but
occasionally she will wear a dress to an event to surprise her fans.
Megan Thee Stallion
Megan Thee Stallion is a rapper that grew up in
Cardi B
Texas. She first gained attention when she started
Cardi B is a rapper in the music industry who was posting videos online of her freestyling. Since then,
born and raised in New York City. Her real name is she has signed with 300 Entertainment. Her single
Belcalis Marlenis Almánzar, but she goes by Cardi “Savage Remix” featuring Beyoncé, and her feature
B. She got her start in 2015 when she became fa- on Cardi B’s single “WAP” were her first and second
mous on Instagram and Vine. She then signed up number ones on the US Billboard Hot 100 chart.
to be a cast member on the VH1 reality TV show “WAP” provided Megan with her first number one
Love & Hip Hop: New York. She was on the show in several other countries and the Billboard Global
from 2015 to 2017 before signing with Atlantic Re- 200.
cords in February of 2017. She recently released a
song with Lizzo called “Rumors” in August. She is Olivia Rodrigo
also married to her husband, Offset, and they have Olivia Rodrigo became a huge star when she rea daughter named Kulture together. Additionally, leased her debut single, “Driver’s License”. Shortly
they announced that they are expecting their sec- after, she released her debut album, Sour and it beond child together in June on Instagram when Car- came a big hit. She has also become friends with her
di shared a picture from a pregnancy photo shoot idol, Taylor Swift. She was also on the Disney Chanwith fans.
nel show, Bizaardvark, as Paige Olivera and the DisDoja Cat
Doja Cat is another rapper from Los Angeles. She
started posting songs on Soundcloud as a teenager and eventually got noticed by RCA Records. She
signed with them and released her debut studio album, Amala, in 2018. Unfortunately, it didn’t gain
any attention. Luckily, she went viral when she made
a meme with her song “Moo!” that same year. Her
second studio album, Hot Pink, which was released
in 2019, reached the top of the Billboard charts. It
created hits like “Say So,” which went viral on Tik-

MLB Season In Review
Ryan Ford
Sports Reporter
The Atlanta Braves were crowned
world champions after defeating
the Houston Astros last Tuesday, concluding one of the more
memorable MLB seasons in recent history. Records were broken, surprises were abundant,
and stadiums were rocking, following a Covid-shortened season
the year before. With the 2021
season now in the books, here
are some of the more notable
storylines from an electric year of
baseball.

Braves Win It All
The Atlanta Braves ended the
season on top of the baseball
world, defeating the Houston Astros 8-0 in Game 6 of the World
Series. This comes despite the
loss of superstar outfielder Ronald Acuna Jr. to a torn right ACL
back in July, ending his season
just before the All-Star break. It
was a rollercoaster regular season for the Braves, who were also
without ace Mike Soroka (torn
achilles) and star outfielder Marcell Ozuna (administrative leave)
for most of the campaign. Needless to say, the 88-win Atlanta
Braves entered the playoffs as
ney+ show, High School Musical: The Musical: The longshots to make it through the
Series, as Nini.
loaded National League side of
the bracket.
Saweetie
Diamonté Quiava Valentin Harper, better known as
But that’s part of what makes
Saweetie, is a rapper who was born in Santa Clara,
California but grew up in the Central Valley. She baseball so special. The Braves
began writing songs when she was 13 years old
caught fire at just the right time,
and started posting covers on Instagram at 16. This
earned her the attention of her future manager, Max defeating the 2nd seed Milwaukee
Gousse. She signed with his record label, Artistry
Brewers, the 106-win Los Angeles
Worldwide.
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SPORTS
Basketball Rally Shows the Under-Representation of the Women’s Team
By Eden Llodrá
Sports Reporter
The difference in greeting was immeasurably felt at the basketball rally
on October 28th. The crowd sat down
and clapped as the women came jogging out to stand in line with one another. Then, a short video was shown
introducing the players. As the girls
took their seats, the lights went off
and the student section, naturally, got
on their feet to greet the men’s team
as the glow of the screen lit the sports
stadium. The men’s video was played,
looking newly edited, blasting bright
red and blue. So, the women got
applause, but the men got a standing
ovation? In this lies under-representation and inequality right on Saint
Mary’s home court.
When asked about the rally, junior
Aine Colgan said “It was very noticeable who the favorite team was. The
women’s team was barely cheered for,
while the men’s team got a standing
ovation.” Rather than an equal celebration of both hard-working teams,
what mainly came across was the

Continued from Page 7

Dodgers, and the playoff experienced
Houston Astros en route to their first
World Series title since 1996.
Trade-deadline acquisition Jorge
Soler won World Series MVP honors,
slashing .300/.391/.800 with three
home runs. His last home run put
the Braves up 3-0 in the 1st inning of
Game 6, a lead that the Braves never lost. Rookie starting-pitcher Ian
Anderson deserves praise as well, as
he sported a 1.59 ERA in 17 innings of
playoff baseball, including 5 innings of
no-hit baseball in Game 3 of the World
Series, the second-longest no-hit bid
by a rookie starter in World Series
history (per ESPN).
Ohtani’s Historic Two-Way Season

The Los Angeles Angels acquired
Shohei Ohtani following the conclusion of the 2017 season, and his tantalizing potential as the next two-way
superstar put all eyes on the Japanese
international signee. While we saw
glimpses of his ace-level pitching ability paired with a powerful bat, injuries
mostly kept Ohtani doing one or the
other during his first few seasons in the
league.
This season, however, Ohtani put
together the best two-way baseball season since Babe Ruth. On the mound,
Ohtani was dominant. He started 23

inequality shown through the way
they were welcomed.
After the rally, sophomore Hannah Rapp on the women’s basketball team said, “There is a lot
more hype around and much more
advertisement for the men’s team
compared to the women’s.” This
coming from a player on the team
not only shows the need for change
but also for education around the
inequality between genders, especially within sports.
Rapp also mentioned that “The
men’s basketball schedule was
advertised on the Saint Mary’s
Instagram page and the women’s
was not.” Without the proper and
deserving advertising that the
women deserve, the school and the
students learn to continue promoting this inequality. Colgan said, “It’s
disappointing to see this happen
at SMC, and I hope more people
notice what is really happening.”
Moving forward, it is important that women’s basketball and
all women’s sports teams get the

On October 28th, a rally was held for the men’s and women’s basketball teams, but as
they came out onto the courts, the women got an unequal greeting compared to the
men. (Image Courtesy Saint Mary’s College Athletics)

representation and acknowledgment
that they deserve. Rapp said, “I think
the school could improve the coverage
of women’s basketball. Even if it just
means posting more on social media
about our games and events that we are
hosting so we can get as many students
as possible out to support the team.” If
students only see men’s games advertised, then that is all that they will be

aware of, and continue normalizing
the underrepresentation of women
in sports.
The reaction of the students after
the rally showed the women’s basketball team deserves just as much
attention as the men’s team. They
train the same, dedicate themselves
the same, so why are they not treated and represented the same?

MLB Season In Review

(Image Courtesy NBC Sports)

total opened at 74.5 back in March,
and their odds to make the playoffs
were slim. While the Giants had an
encouraging season the year before,
they played in the same division
with the championship-favorite Los
Angeles Dodgers and a loaded San
Diego Padres team with championship aspirations of their own. Even
the most optimistic Giants fan had
no idea what was in store.
The Giants wound up with the
best record in baseball, finishing
the year with a record of 107-55,
the most wins in franchise history.
Biggest Surprise Team
An excellent starting rotation, deep
Far and away the most surprising
bullpen, and roster filled with old
team this year were the San Francisco savvy veterans and exciting youngGiants. According to Caesars Sports- sters came together to dominate the
book, the Giants over/under win
regular season. Brandon Crawford
games as a pitcher in 2021, accumulating a 3.18 ERA and 10.8 strikeouts
per nine innings. Behind the plate,
Ohtani was unstoppable, with 46
home runs, an OPS+ of 158 (with 100
considered average), and 26 stolen
bases.
Ohtani wasn’t just the most valuable
player in baseball this season (9.0
Wins Above Replacement), his performance was historic, and a bright
spot for an Angels team that finished
with another lackluster season.

turned back the clock and emerged
as a legitimate MVP candidate
at shortstop (.895 OPS, 6 DRS),
while young starting-pitcher Logan
Webb opened eyes with an All-Star
caliber finish to the campaign (2.63
ERA since July) and dominant
playoff debut (0.61 ERA in two
games vs. Dodgers).
Unfortunately, their season came
to a disappointing end in a Game
5 loss to the Dodgers in the NLDS.
The Giants also took a big blow
with franchise legend Buster Posey
announcing his retirement shortly
after the season. But with most of
the team returning, and a farm
system that ranks top 10 in baseball
(per MLB pipeline), the Giants appear set to be a force in the National League for the foreseeable future.

